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Chairman:
1. Who is baba Paul? (Perplexed for 5 seconds..then realized it is a question from my hobby Progress of Indian Football(Soccer) and it was the octopus who used to predict WC results)..
2. Tell me in few points why Indian football is going down?
3. Is the stamina and structure of physiq not a factor in India's case?
4. Tell me who told "fortune lies at the bottom of the pyramid"? give examples (MBA
background: Marketing and Finance)
1st Member:
1. Tell me where will you serve if you get the service? will you serve in NE region (This
question asked as I mentioned NE during football related questions)
2. Problems in NE region
3. If suppose, insurgents come to you and ask for a cut money for the development
programme going on in NE region, will you oblige to that? If no then why? How will you
handle the situation
4. Why you want to come to civil service from private sector?
5. Why did not you try earlier after B.E.? ( As i have total 6 yrs work experience and I have
done my B.E as well as MBA in Marketing and Finance)
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2nd Member:
1. Tell me how to tackle insurgency problem (Maoists and NE region)..How should govt respond in
recent abduction cases?
2. There are lot of high profile prisoners who get VIP treatment in the prison. How you will ensure
as a jail in charge that everybody gets the same treatment ?
3rd Member:
1. Tell me Maslow Hiearchy
2. Tell me about Kotlar 4Ps..and also tell other Ps tht hve been added
3. Tell me some important financial ratios
4. What is the position of your present company in terms of growth potential..what are the
comanies that are growing very fast?
5. What is the future of Indian IT industry?
4th Member:
Tell me how will you popularise/ do marketing to inform villagers about the central govt schemes?
Every person has a motive to do any work he/she does. Now tell me what was the motive of
Mahatma Gandhi for his service to the nation?
P.K.Mishra:
Who was Santanu? what was his role in Mahabharata?
End of the Interview.
No questions asked from Pub Ad or Anthropology which are my optionals.
Thanks & my best wishes to all..
Regards,
Santanu.
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